Abstract. This paper mainly introduces the working principle of double 12 pulse inverter. By analyzing the operation process of the inverter, obtaining the expression of voltage and current in both DC side and AC side respectively, and getting the relevant calculation formula of angle. Connecting two a 6 pulse converter in the DC side, we get a 12 pulse converter. Its AC side of the converter is connected in parallel through the converter transformer.Valve side of converter transformer, one is connected into a star, and the other is connected to a triangle, thus the phase difference of the exchange side is 30 degrees.The normal operation of the inverter bridge is 4-5 working states, besides there are non-normal operation modes such as 5 working states, 5-6 working states and 6 working states, etc.
Normal Operation Mode-4-5 Working State
Taking two groups of double winding converter transformer as an example, we will analysis the working principle of double 12 pulse inverter. Assuming that the Yy connection of the converter transformer is ahead of the Yd connection of the converter transformer, so, for the same valve arm, the bridge 1 is 30 degrees ahead of bridge 2. But for each of the 6 valve arms within a single bridge, they still turn on spaced at 60 degrees. So, the conducting sequence of the 12 valve arm is: VT 11 , VT 12 ,VT 21 ,VT 22 ,VT 31 ,VT 32 ,VT 41 ,VT 42 ,VT 51 ,VT 52 ,VT 61 ,VT 62 , VT 11 …(repeating the cycle) , each valve is guided by an interval of 30 degrees. As shown in Figure 1 , the first number of the valve armrepresents the order in its own bridge, while the second number represents the number of bridges. The condition of 12 pulse inverter is: 1). External DC power supply, and the polarity of the power supply is consistent with the conduction direction of the thyristor. <α≤180°, µ≥30°, inverter will work in 5-6 condition, which is an abnormal operating condition.
Related Calculation Formula
The average value of the inverter bridge rectifier voltage
In the above equation, U d0 is single bridge ideal no-load DC voltage, its calculation is:
E represents effective value of AC line voltage.
Harmonics in voltage
The rectifier voltage of each bridge forming the double bridge contains 6k-th harmonic, while the 6*(2k-1)-th harmonic generated by bridge.1 and bridge.2 are equal to the harmonic current but the polarity is opposite, so they all cancel each other out. Therefor, the rectifier voltage of a 12 pulse inverter only contains the following number of harmonics:
In the above equation, k=1, 2, 3, … That is to say, double 12 pulse inverter only consists with 12 nd , 24 th , 36 th … harmonic.
Figure 2 Double 12 pulse inverter voltage waveform
Current calculation formula The Fourier series expansion of the A phase current inYy connected converter transformer's valve side, network side and Yd connected converter transformer valve side is:
The Fourier series expansion of the A phase current in network side of converter transformer with Yd connection is: 
The Fourier series expansion of the A phase current in communication system is: 
As a result, the following conclusions can be drawn:
The network side of converter transformer contains h=(6k±1) th harmonic.
The current of the AC side power system contains h=(12k±1) th harmonics.
Figure 3 Double 12 pulse inverter current waveform
The external characteristic of inverter bridge equation
The outer characteristic equation of γ：
The outer characteristic equation of β:
The formula in inverter bridge of µ: 
The formula in inverter bridge of ϕ: 
